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Let p = p(a, b, c) be the number of partitions of a into b parts, no part 
exceeding c. Bellavitis and perhaps some earlier writers noted that p satisfies 
three very simple identities. Herep is generalized to a function of k + 1 variables 
in a natural way. One of the identities then generalizes; the proof of this (which 
depends on the P. Hall commutator collecting process) is given only for k = 3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let n(i) = (n + l)i - ni and 
’ There are a large number of beautiful and intricate identities involving 
powers of 17, (e.g., Jacobi’s triple product identity and the Rogers- 
Ramanujan identities) but no such identities have ever been found for 
any Dk with k > 3 (see Section 5 of [9]). Now 
are, respectively, the generating functions for p(u), the number of un- 
restricted partitions of the integer a, and ~(a, b), the number of partitions 
of a into b parts. It is a straightforward deduction from the latter fact 
(e.g., see [5, p. 159-1631) that 
-j-@, b, c) q” = qb (l - qb+‘) ‘** (’ - qb+c-l), 
(1 - q) ... (1 - 40-l) (3) 
where ~(a, b, c) is the number of partitions of a into b parts, no part 
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exceeding c. For example, ~(4, 2, 3) = 2. Moreover, it easily follows 
from (3) that 
p(a,b,c)=p(a-b+c-ll,c-l,b+l) (4) 
= p(-a + b + bc, b, c) (5) 
=p(--a+c+bc-l,c-l,b+l) (6) 
=p(a,b,c-l)+p(u-cc,b-l,c), (7) 
(7) holding for b + c 3 2. I shall call (4), (5) and (6) the Belluviris 
partition identities (see [4, p. 123-1241); it is likely they have been known 
since Euler. The question now arises whether there are identities related 
to 17i1, k 2 3, in the same way that the Bellavitis identities are related to 
fl;‘. The author has shown in [lo] that the answer is yes, and the general 
result will be stated in Section 2. In Section 3 the proof for k = 3 will be 
given. The proof for general k requires much more computation but no 
further ideas and hence will be omitted. Section 4 contains some concluding 
remarks. 
2. THE RESULT FOR GENERAL k. 
Define f = f (z; x1 ,..., xle) for integral z by 
(9 f (z; x1 ,..., x3 = 0 if z < 0 or xi < 0, 1 < i < k. 
(ii) f(1; x1 ,..., xk) = 
I 
if xi=l, 1 <i<k 
otherwise. 
(iii) f  (z; x1 ,..., xk) = f  (z - 1; x1 - I,..., x1; - 1) 
+ f  (z - 1; x1 , x2 - 2x, , x3 - 3x, + 3x, ,..., xk - kxkpI 
+ *.* + (-l)*+l kx,) if z > 2. 
The coefficients of the xi in the final term of (iii) are simply the binomial 
coefficients. 
THEOREM. There are polynomials 
Pi = Pi(z; x1 )...) Xi) 
of degree i, 1 < i < co, which can be calculated from explicit recursion 
formulae, such that 




It is easily shown from (7) that 
fk x19 2% - Xl) = Ax2 - Xl,Z -x1, a (9) 
so, for k = 2, (8) yields one of the Bellavitis identities-actually, (5). The 
reason it does not yield (4) will be explained in Section 4. 
To show thatf, is related to n;‘, write 
IT,’ = 1 c(v) yl”’ *-* y?, (10) 
where v = (n, ,..., nk , 1) and the summation is over all nonnegative 
integers IZ~ , 1 < i < k. Let U be the (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix formed 
from the identity matrix by replacing every zero in the last column by - 1, 
and M the (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix formed by placing a 1 at the end of 
the main diagonal and a 0 at the end of every row and column of the 
matrix 
Then one easily finds that 
Let 
c(v) = c(h) + c(Mv). (12) 
y.' = y~".i)y~+l.i) .., 
* I 0+1 yfksi), 2 where (j, i) = (3. (13) 
Then (12) follows by equating coefficients on both sides of the identity 
CaYl’,..., vk’) = (1 - .hYZ *” Yk) 17,1(.h T-.*Y Yk)* (14) 
But (12) is the same recursion formula as (iii). An examination of the 
boundary conditions then quickly shows that 
except when n, = .*a = nK = 0. 
3. THE PROOF FOR k = 3 
(15) 
It shall now be proved that 
f(z; x1,x, 9 x3) =f(z; Xl, -2x12 + 2x9 + 22 - x2 ) x, - 3(z - Xl + 1) 
x (Xl2 - ZXl + x2 - z)). (16) 
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This is (8) for k = 3. Free use will be made of the simplest properties of 
finitely generated nilpotent groups; excellent references are [6] and [8]. 
Let S, G be, respectively, the free semigroup and group on two letters 
a, b. For m > 0, define W, C S to be the set of all words of length m in S. 
Let $ be a homomorphism of G onto a group of unimodular matrices 
given by $(a) = A, 4(b) = B, and for w1 , uv2 E G say W, - wp if 
$<w> = (b(wd. Let 
be the resulting partition of W,,, into equivalence classes. 
DEFINITION 1. For w  E G let w* and w’ denote, respectively, the word 
w  spelled backwards and the word w  spelled with a, b interchanged. For 
example, if w = ba2b3a, then w  * = absa2b and W’ = ab2a3b. Note that 
w* can be found by making the substitutions a + a-l, b -+ b-l in w--l. 
Also, for any T C G, write 
and similarly for T’. 
T* = {w* j w E T} 
DEFINITION 2. Call a point p in real Euclidean n-space a faithful point 
for 4 if u’r , w, E W, C S and &wl)p = 4(w2)p imply qb(w,) = 4(w2). 
LEMMA 1. Define q5 by k = 3, A = U-l, and B = M-l. Then (i) for 
w1 , w2 E W, , $(wJ = 4(w2) if and on/y if #(wl*) = $(w2*) and (ii) 
pO = (1, 1, 1, 1) is a.faithfulpointfor 4. 
Proof. By means of the P. Hall commutator collecting process one 
easily shows that for w  E G, 
4(w) = AelBea[B, Ales [B, A, Ble4, 
where the ei are uniquely determined integers. Moreover, if w  E S, then 
ei > 0, 1 < i < 4; and if w  E W, , then e, + e2 = m. As a matrix, 
1 0 0 D, 
b(w) = $ 7 (17) 
O2 
33 ; 2 
o2 0 I3 
where 
& = el, D2 = 2e, + el , D, = 6e,e, - 6e, + e, . (18) 
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Similarly, one finds that 
$(w*) = [B-l, A-l, B-l]+ [B-l, A-l]-% BeZAel 
is given by a matrix of the form (17) with 
D1 = 6, D, = e,(2e, + 1) -2e, , 
D, = e1(3eZ2 + 3e, + 1) -6(e, + e4). 0% 
In either case m and the Di , 1 < i < 3, suffice to determine the ei , 
1 < i < 4, which proves (i). Finally, say #J(w~)JQ, = $(w2)po, where 
w1 , w2 E W, . Then p,, is a fixed point of 
+<w&-’ $(wI) = AelBea[B, Ale3 [B, A, Ble4, 
where e, + e2 = 0. By (17) and (18) this successively yields D, = e, = 0, 
e2 = 0, D, = 2e, = 0, and D, = -6e, = 0, hence e, = e2 = e3 = e4 = 0 
and (bh> = $Cw2). 
LEMMA 2. Let A, B be nonsingular (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrices and 
p a (k + 1)-vector which is a faithful point for the semigroup they generate. 
Define g(z; 5) for positive integral z and all (k + 1)-vectors f by 
(0 dl; 5) = I 
5=P 
otherwise, 
(ii) g(z; LJ) = g(z - 1; A-‘[) + g(z - 1; B-it) if z 3 2. 
Then there is a 1 - 1 correspondence between the equivalence classes 
under 4 of W, and the vectors 5 for which g(m + 1, 5) is nonzero. 
Moreover, g(m + 1; 8) is the number of elements in the corresponding 
equivalence class. 
Proof. Consider a fixed vector [. Iterating (ii), we find that 
dm+ l;O=~%w), 
where the summation is over w  E W, and 
Rw) = I:, wJ> P = 5 otherwise. 
If a(~,), 6(w,) # 0, then #(wJ = qS(wp) since p is faithful; hence 
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g(m + 1; 5) is the number of elements in the equivalence class of w1 . 
Conversely, for any equivalence class E,j, 
g(m + 1; d(w) P> = I Emj I 
for any w  E Ew,j, where j T 1 denotes the cardinality of the set T. 
The theorem can now be proved. Let m = e, + e, , z = e, + e2 + 1, 
and for w  E W, denote the first k components of the column vectors 
d(w)p,, , $~(w*)p,, by x1 ,..., xk: and x1* ,..., xrc*, respectively. From 
(17)-(19) we find that 
x1 = 1 + el , x1* = 1 +e,, 
x2 = 1 + e, + 2(e2 + e3), x2* = 1 + el(2e2 + 1) + 2(e, - e,), 
X‘J = 1 + e, + 3(eZ2 + eJ x3* = 1 + e,(3eZ2 + 3e, i 1) + 3(eZ2 t e2) 
+ 6(e2e3 - e,), - 6(e, + e4). 
By (ii) of Lemma 1, the hypothesis of Lemma 2 is satisfied with 
fk x’l 2 x2 2 x3) in place of g(z; 0, k = 3, and p = p,, . Hence for MJ E E,,,j, 
f(z; d(w) a,) = I Emj I and f(z; +(w*) pO) = I Eiy /. (20) 
But by (i) of Lemma 1, 
jEmjl = IE;,;j. 
Hence the theorem follows from (20) and the identities 
-2x12 + 2x5~ + 22 - x2 = 2e, + 1 + e,(2e, j- 1) - 2e, , 
x, - 3(z - x1 + 1)(x,2 - zxr + x2 - z) 
= 3e22 + 3e, + 1 + e,(3e22 + 3e, + 1) - 6(e, + e4). 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It may be asked why there are 3 identities in the case k = 2 but only 
1 for k > 3. One answer is that in the case k = 2 we can prove 
the Bellavitis identities by means of the operations (*), (‘), and their 
composition (*‘). On the other hand, the analog of(i) of Lemma 1 for (‘) 
does not hold for k = 3: let w1 = ababa3b and w2 = ba4b2a. Then 
but 
$b(Wl) = r$(w2) = A5B3[B, A]’ [B, A, By, 
cgw,‘) = PF[B, A]8 [B, A, By1 = +(w2’)[B, A, B] # c#J(wz’). 
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The functions IIh for k > 3 appear in papers by Carlitz and Wright 
[l-3, 111. It is not known if they are related to the “theta functions of 
level k” of KrZitzel [7]; see Section 5 of [9]. 
The author has also found other generalizations and analogs of the 
Bellavitis identities. 
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